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TESTIMONIALS

My daughter has been attending drum lessons with Kimon Peters for
a little over 2 years. In that time, she has followed the drumming

syllabus (without the pressure of exams), learning both theory and
the fundamentals of drumming. It has been amazing to watch her
progress from a timid drummer to a musician who is able to read

music and drum with confidence. These skills have secured her a
place in both the school band and the Music Excellent Program. I

couldn’t have asked for a better teacher for Aly, Kim has a rare gift in
that he is able to push her out of her comfort zone and read when she

has had enough. Kim’s enthusiasm and energy for all things music
and learning is something Aly will carry with her for her entire life, she

now has a strong appreciation for the joy of music. Thank you, Kim,
for all that you have done for Aly and we look forward to our return.

 
Joanne Gould

 

KIMON PETERS

I've really been enjoying the drumming lessons and have learned a
great deal from you in last 6 months. I have been recommending you

and will continue to do so. You have a great style for teaching very
relaxed even if I am nervous as hell. I appreciate all the help you

have given me.
 

Mark Keane
 

As a parent of a teenage daughter with adhd, Kimons drumming
lessons have been a perfect way of collaborating music lessons and

an outlet for my daughter, creatively and mentally. 
Kimon is a superb teacher and listener, he not only instructs, but

mentors. Kimon is a fantastic role model within the industry, with a
gifted talent for drumming and person, centered delivery. 

 
Katie Accardo

 

I highly recommend that you get some drum lessons with Kimon. 
 Not only are his lessons fun but my drumming has improved out of

sight. He tailor’s each lesson to suit and what I need to work on.
 I look forward to my lesson every week!
 Keep up the good work and thank you! 

 5 / 5 
 

 Ben Makin



TESTIMONIALS II

As a student of Kimon’s, I appreciate how patient he is when
teaching. He is a pleasure to be able to be taught from, explain

certain aspects in detail but also simple enough to be able to
understand part by part. Kimon conducts his space very neatly and

holds pride in drumming. I’m glad I had decided to take up drumming
from him as he is a great teacher and fun to be around. 

 
Charlie Accardo

 

KIMON PETERS

 Kimon is a very good teacher. He listens to how you want to grow
when it comes to your drumming skills and also adapts his teaching

style to accommodate and suit how you learn. We practice a bunch of
theory together and always have a rocking jam at the end. Highly

recommend him! 
 

Sophien Hildebrandt-Petillo
 

In the 3 years Leo has been attending lessons with Kim, he has
thoroughly enjoyed and progressed in all aspects of drumming. Kim is

very supportive and encouraging in lessons. Watching my son and
him have a jam at the end of a lesson is always a treat. Highly

recommend Kim to anyone looking for a drum teacher. 
 

Mick Hull
 

.
Ben has been attending drumming lessons with Kimon for over a year
now and has grown confidence in both his character and his ability to

perform on the drums. Having ASD, Ben struggles warming up to
strangers, however he loves attending his lessons and is comfortable

engaging with Kimon.
 

Amanda Lucre
 

Jesse loves his lessons with Kimon! 
Kimon is an excellent drum teacher. He is intuitive and really

connects with our son. He makes learning music both really, fun and
engaging. As a drummer and musician is he incredibly talented and

that passion is definitely, passed onto his students.’
 

Jay Leig
 



TESTIMONIALS IIIKIMON PETERS

Kimon is skilled at engaging adult learners using a strength-based
approach. My drum lesson is one of the best parts of my week.

Kimon's passion for drumming is contagious, which motivates
students to practice. I completed my grade 1 exam within a few
months of starting lessons. Kimon is intuitive at knowing how to

stretch students to acquire new skills and confidence, without causing
overwhelm. He is always reliable and professional. Kimon goes the

extra mile and helped me acquire an awesome second-hand kit.
Highly recommended!

 
Jane Wilson

I wanted to learn to play drums for years but thought I was past
learning to play an instrument at 30 years old. However, after getting
an electronic kit for my birthday, I decided it was time to give it a shot

and get drumming lessons and was thankfully put in touch with
Kimon. Over the past 6 months, Kimon has been the perfect balance

of a teacher and friend, whilst providing structured lessons in
conjunction with kindness and understanding. He not only works with

you during your lesson but provides material to help you grow and
improve on your own time between sessions. Kimon has the ability, to

relate to all ages, genders, learning abilities and ambitions and I
couldn`t recommend him enough for anyone wanting to learn to play

drums.
 

Alexandria Allen
 

I first met Kimon Peters when enrolling our two sons, (5 and 7 years),
in Drum Lessons with DrumLab in 2020. Kimon came to our house for

the initial meeting in order to make the boys feel comfortable and to
assess whether our youngest boy Zade, would be suitable for lessons

at such a young age. Kimon built an immediate rapport with both
children and adjusts lessons to suit both boys’ individual needs. Once

comfortable we continued lessons in Kimon’s drum studio. He has
demonstrated patience, kindness, encouragement and is extremely

attentive to our children’s needs, emotions and energy, adjusting his
teaching style to reflect this every lesson. We believe that Kimon

provides the delicate balance of discipline, guidance and fun required
for children to reach their potential in any learning endeavour. Our

children love going to drum lessons and have built a strong
relationship of trust, admiration and respect for Kimon. I thoroughly

recommend Kimon Peters in any educational music setting.
 

Trista Wagner
 


